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About Rivers Agency
Rivers Agency is one of the most innovative and award-winning design firms in the region. Over the 
last 25+ years, we’ve designed hundreds of product, brand and digital experiences for companies like 
Red Hat, Wolfspeed and Zelle, in large part due to strategically putting users at the core of everything 
we create. On an advisory level, we help companies like Lenovo seeking growth, influence and better 
experiences for their customers by professionally assessing their owned platforms and working 
alongside their internal teams to define strategies for innovation and roadmaps for next-generation 
digital experiences.
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About the Project
The sequel to our IA Content Audit delivered in January 2022, this report includes an analysis of the 
Information Architecture, Content Quality, and additional learnings. The pages were selected by the 
ISG team and evaluated through the lens of the three core personas defined in our ISG UX Audit: The 
Novice Buyer, The Informed Buyer and The Power Buyer. Measurements, key issues and 
recommendations are focused on interactions these personas may have with ISG’s digital products 
and services, as well as the quality of the digital encounter with those products and services. In short, 
the findings and recommendations noted work to uncover everything from what prevents visitors from 
completing goals on ISG pages to inconsistencies and omissions on the site that can leave Lenovo 
consumers with a disjointed and confusing impression of the brand. 

“Understanding your digital touchpoints and 
how they affect consumer perception and 
brand loyalty is critical – in a recent study, 
we found over 65% of customers said that 
their experience on the website or app would 
be at least a very important factor in their 
willingness to recommend a brand.”

29% of consumers want to see major 
improvements to the online resources 
businesses provide and 27% want to see 
a major improvement to the buying 
process.

- Qualtrics Study, 2021

Project Background
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Inventory of 6 Servers & Storage Solution Pages

Information Architecture Heuristic Assessment (using Abby Covert’s methodology)

Content Quality Assessment

SEO Keyword Assessment

Improvement Ideation

4

Audit Activities



ISG: Servers & Storage 
Solution Pages
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Solution Pages: Key Metrics

6

Scale: [0] Meets Best Practices, [1] Minor Problems, [2] Major Problems, [3] Broken Exp.

Credible: 
Is the design appropriate to the context of use and audience? Is your content updated in a 
timely manner? Do you use restraint with promotional content? Is it easy to contact a real 
person? Do you have help/support content where it is needed?

[1] 
Minor Problems

Controllable: 
Are tasks and information a user would reasonably want to accomplish available? How well are 
errors anticipated and eliminated? When errors do occur, how easily can a user recover? Are 
exits and other important controls clearly marked?

[2] 
Major Problems

Valuable: 
Is it desirable to the target user? Does it maintain conformity with expectations throughout the 
interaction across channels? Can a user easily describe the value? How is success being 
measured? Does it contribute to the bottom line? Does it improve customer satisfaction?

[2] 
Major Problems

Learnable: 
Can it be grasped quickly? What is offered to ease the more complicated processes? Is it 
memorable? Is it easy to recount? Does it behave consistently enough to be predictable?

[2] 
Major Problems

Delightfulness: 
What are your differentiators from other similar experiences or competitors? How are user 
expectations not just met but exceeded? What are you providing that is unexpected?

[3] 
Broken 

Experience

Average Heuristic Score [2.1] 

Heuristic Score

Findable: 
Can users easily locate that which they are seeking? How is findability affected across 
channels and devices? Does the system support the multiple ways users look for information? 
Does the search work the way users expect it to work?

[2] 
Major Problems

Accessible: 
Can content and features be accessed via all expected channels and devices? How resilient 
and consistent is it when used via other channels? Does it meet the levels of accessibility 
compliance to be considerate of those users with disabilities?

[3] 
Broken 

Experience

Clear:
 Is it easy to understand? Is the target demographic SME level being considered? Is the path 
to task completion obvious and free of distraction? Would a user find it easy to describe? Is 
the design system consistent across the page?

[2] 
Major Problems

Communicative:
Is the status, location and permissions of the user obvious? Does the navigation and 
messaging help establish a sense of place that is consistent and orienting across channels, 
contexts and tasks? Is messaging effective for the tasks and contexts being supported?

[2] 
Major Problems

Useful: 
Does the page follow usability best practices? Are users able to complete the tasks that they 
set out to without massive frustration or abandon? Does it serve new users as well as loyal 
users in ways that satisfy their needs uniquely? Are there a few navigation options that lead 
where users may want to go next? Are they clearly labeled?

[2] 
Major Problems
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Solution Pages: What Are Best-in-Class Characteristics?
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Structure, Content & Design

● Pages are easily discoverable because the site navigation is clear and 
avoids too many nested links.

● Primary and secondary CTAs are clearly designed and positioned well on 
the page, guiding the user down the funnel.

● Pages are clean, professional, and balance text with branded images and 
graphics that help the user quickly scan the page.

● Pages often resemble microsites with custom messaging, navigation and 
layout designs that dynamically address the needs of the segment.

● Core offerings, key differentiators, and target personas are clearly 
addressed at the top of the page.

● Individual products are not only featured, but highlighted, on the page. 
Each clearly articulates what the product does, who the product is for, how 
it can be used, and what makes it different.

● Language is free of jargon, written in an active voice, includes specific 
examples (instead of generalized statements), and clearly communicates 
where any button or link will take the user.

● Separate, in-depth learning pages are linked-out from the parent solution 
page in order to provide beginners and novices more education around a 
particular topic.

● Use cases are highlighted to help users identify their needs with the brand 
and product.

● Positioning Statement

● Use Cases (define what they are and how the brand helps customers 

accomplish their goals)

● Products (presented with a use case or task)

● Resources (research, guides, blogs, videos. training, toolkits etc.)

● Results & Social Proof (case studies, testimonials, stats, client logos)

● Support (options for all channels)

● Frequently Asked Questions

● Next Steps

Typical Content Themes
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Overview

Clearly articulates their core offerings, 
differentiators, and target persona.

8

Solution Pages: Best-in-Class Examples
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Primary CTAs
- Are spread across the page
- Guide the user down the funnel
- Meet standard design patterns for primary 

CTAs 
- Use language that clearly states what the 

action will do

9

Solution Pages: Best-in-Class Examples
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Differentiators

Title is compelling and concise. Clearly defines 
Oracle’s differentiators & core benefits. 
Additional resources are linked out. Data is used 
to prove ROI.

10

Solution Pages: Best-in-Class Examples
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Products

Interactive component to make the storage 
solutions more discoverable. This allows Oracle 
to bring in more relevant content in without 
needing to hyperlink out to additional resources. 
Primary and secondary CTAs can be found 
here.

11

Solution Pages: Best-in-Class Examples
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Social Proof

Brand logos are used here, building trust with 
the consumer. This also allows for them to 
identify themselves amongst competitors or 
industry-related companies.

Oracle also offers a link to view more customer 
success stories and a featured video.

12

Solution Pages: Best-in-Class Examples
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Next Steps

Whether a user is ready to take the next step or 
wishes to continue learning, there is a clearly 
defined path forward for them.

13

Solution Pages: Best-in-Class Examples
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Resources

While some resources are sprinkled throughout 
the page, there is a dedicated section that 
provides on-page access to a library of 
resources.

14

Solution Pages: Best-in-Class Examples
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Use Cases

Use cases are clearly defined on page. Each 
use case is written in an active voice, without 
jargon, making it easy for a user to identify 
themselves. It is supplemented with more 
learning opportunities. Additional resources are 
offered.

15

Solution Pages: Best-in-Class Examples
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Educational Topic Pages

In this example, we can see that Oracle has 
pulled the educational material for beginners into 
a separate page (that links back directly to the 
parent page). This not only allows a user to 
easily access that information as soon as they 
land on the page, but it means that there is more 
room on the parent page to explore specific 
products and solutions.

16

Solution Pages: Best-in-Class Examples
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Bonus: User Delight

Truly Best-In-Class examples go above and 
beyond. They not only take dense content and 
make it digestible to the everyday user, but they 
pull the user in closer by making the content 
engaging, fun, and one of a kind.

17

Solution Pages: Best-in-Class Examples



Database
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Database: User Behavior Data

Unique Visitors 1,001

Visits 1,140

Return Visits 458

Page Views 1,411

Bounce Rate 25.34%

Average Time on Site 00:00:46

i
The bounce rate is considered good since it is below the 
standard 26%-72% rate range for sites.

We can see from the heatmap that users are engaging with the 
Learn More CTAs and hyperlinks, but this may be creating a 
pogoing effect. Learn More -> autoscrolls to bottom of page - 
Hyperlink Configuration -> autoscrolls to top of page. There is 
some engagement with the different, non-configuration product 
solutions but there isn’t enough data to tell us more about that.

However, the site time is still under 1 minute, which indicates 
that they are not finding the page, or the site, useful.

19

https://blog.hubspot.com/marketing/what-is-bounce-rate-fix#:~:text=The%20average%20bounce%20rate%20is,to%20double%2Dcheck%20some%20things.
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Database: Abbey Covert’s IA Heuristics

Source
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Scale: [0] Meets Best Practices, [1] Minor Problems, [2] Major Problems, [3] Broken Exp.

Credible: 
Is the design appropriate to the context of use and audience? Is your content updated in a 
timely manner? Do you use restraint with promotional content? Is it easy to contact a real 
person? Do you have help/support content where it is needed?

[1] 
Minor Problems

Controllable: 
Are tasks and information a user would reasonably want to accomplish available? How well are 
errors anticipated and eliminated? When errors do occur, how easily can a user recover? Are 
exits and other important controls clearly marked?

[2] 
Major Problems

Valuable: 
Is it desirable to the target user? Does it maintain conformity with expectations throughout the 
interaction across channels? Can a user easily describe the value? How is success being 
measured? Does it contribute to the bottom line? Does it improve customer satisfaction?

[2] 
Major Problems

Learnable: 
Can it be grasped quickly? What is offered to ease the more complicated processes? Is it 
memorable? Is it easy to recount? Does it behave consistently enough to be predictable?

[2] 
Major Problems

Delightfulness: 
What are your differentiators from other similar experiences or competitors? How are user 
expectations not just met but exceeded? What are you providing that is unexpected?

[3] 
Broken 

Experience

Average Heuristic Score [2.1] 

Heuristic Score

Findable: 
Can users easily locate that which they are seeking? How is findability affected across 
channels and devices? Does the system support the multiple ways users look for information? 
Does the search work the way users expect it to work?

[2] 
Major Problems

Accessible: 
Can content and features be accessed via all expected channels and devices? How resilient 
and consistent is it when used via other channels? Does it meet the levels of accessibility 
compliance to be considerate of those users with disabilities?

[3] 
Broken 

Experience

Clear:
 Is it easy to understand? Is the target demographic SME level being considered? Is the path 
to task completion obvious and free of distraction? Would a user find it easy to describe? Is 
the design system consistent across the page?

[2] 
Major Problems

Communicative:
Is the status, location and permissions of the user obvious? Does the navigation and 
messaging help establish a sense of place that is consistent and orienting across channels, 
contexts and tasks? Is messaging effective for the tasks and contexts being supported?

[2] 
Major Problems

Useful: 
Does the page follow usability best practices? Are users able to complete the tasks that they 
set out to without massive frustration or abandon? Does it serve new users as well as loyal 
users in ways that satisfy their needs uniquely? Are there a few navigation options that lead 
where users may want to go next? Are they clearly labeled?

[2] 
Major Problems

https://docs.google.com/spreadsheets/d/1tVwBXPfmf_AZT-4d9S-bFkgRk-NJEK3bYZ7Hxrejn90/edit?usp=sharing
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Second level navigation is not activated; this 
means a user does not know which tab they 
are currently in.

Beyond just activating the second level 
navigation, we also recommend introducing 
breadcrumbs site-wide to help users 
understand where they are on the site and 
easily navigate back to a parent page.

21

Database: Key Issues
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Title should lead with the Page Name plus 
Value Add

Subheader is vague and convoluted. Should 
be written with a clear subject, clear action, 
and clear benefits.

Database: Key Issues
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Overview is a vague section title because it 
doesn’t have a subject (overview of what?).

Subheader is vague and convoluted. Should 
be written with a clear subject, clear action, 
and clear benefits.

Database: Key Issues
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CTAs provides a broken experience for users. Learn More 
CTAs bring you to the bottom of the page, where there is a 
list of hyperlinks related to Microsoft & SAP HANA 
Configurations. This doesn’t provide any guidance to the 
user on where they should begin, which configuration is 
right for them, or how they can learn more about the type of 
configuration at a high level.

Language contains too much technical jargon. This is the 
space for Lenovo to reach potential customers who are 
more novice, but that is lost because the copy is difficult to 
understand and doesn’t provide specific examples of the 
value that can be provided.

Section titles should lead with the Product Name / Section 
Name plus the Value Lenovo is providing.

Photos feel like generic stock images. Doesn’t allow users 
to easily scan and find content on the page.

Database: Key Issues
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CTAs provides a broken experience for users. Learn More 
CTAs bring you to the bottom of the page, where there is a 
list of hyperlinks related to Oracle Database & IBM Db2 
Configurations. This doesn’t provide any guidance to the 
user on where they should begin, which configuration is 
right for them, or how they can learn more about the type of 
configuration at a high level.

Language contains too much technical jargon. This is the 
space for Lenovo to reach potential customers who are 
more novice, but that is lost because the copy is difficult to 
understand and doesn’t provide specific examples of the 
value that can be provided.

Section titles should lead with the Product Name / Section 
Name plus the Value Lenovo is providing.

Photos feel like generic stock images. Doesn’t allow users 
to easily scan and find content on the page.

Database: Key Issues
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This section feels out of place. There is no connection to 
how Intel Select Solution relates to the content above. Is 
this meant to help users choose the right configuration for 
them?

Stylistically, this feels like an advertisement and a user is 
likely to skip past it.

Again, we see a broken Learn More CTA. It brings the 
user to the same hyperlinks at the bottom of the page, 
however this time, there is not even a relevant 
corresponding column for the user to make sense of.

This section is also part of the primary content. It 
is connecting the user directly to a product 
solution for their needs. However, the leading 
CTA for every one of these offerings is Learn 
More. This CTA copy is unclear on where it will 
take the user, not compelling, and repetitive.

Product names should also link to the same page 
as the ‘Learn More’ CTA.

Copy can be simplified by removing jargon. Titles 
should lead with what persona the product might 
be right for – this will make it easier for a non 
SME to understand.

Database: Key Issues
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The leading CTA for every one of these offerings is Learn 
More. This CTA copy is unclear on where it will take the 
user, not compelling, and repetitive.

Product images and product names should also link to 
the same page as the ‘Learn More’ CTA.

Copy can be simplified by removing jargon and leading 
with what persona the product might be right for – this will 
make it easier for a non SME to understand.

Title is not clear enough for a user to understand how and 
why these products might complement the database 
solutions outlined above.

Unclear why these configurations are recommended and 
what a user is supposed to do next with these 
recommendations.

While these hyperlinks are great for SEO, there is no 
guidance on what a user is meant to do with this block of 
content. How should they decide which configuration is 
right for them? Is there a parent page for each different 
type of configuration? What should they do if they have 
questions? Additionally the page feels unbalanced with 
one column spanning multiple lines while the others may 
only have one or two links under the title.

Database: Key Issues
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When a user clicks any of the hyperlinked configuration 
names listed at the bottom of the page (see previous 
slide), it automatically scrolls them to the top of the page 
and opens a modal. The jerkiness of the autoscroll is 
jarring, and a modal with very little additional information, 
high-level product specs, and even more links breaks all 
user expectations. A user expects to be taken to a 
separate page with additional information, resources, 
specifications, and even tutorials. Instead, a user has to 
click on one of the resources links (like the one that says 
SAP HANA Configurations) to actually be brought to a 
page which hosts the information that the user is likely 
searching for (if they’ve made it this far). However, both 
resources pages pose their own issues with their 
outdated style and flood of dense text.

Database: Key Issues
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Unclear section title. How does services differ from 
features, products, solutions, resources, etc.?

Images are generic and don’t articulate the content 
in a significant way.

CTAs are too generic and repetitive, therefore 
difficult for the user to scan and take action.

29

Database: Key Issues
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This feels like it is the primary action (getting 
in touch with a human), however it’s only 
located at the footer of each page.

Each page should have a clearly defined 
primary & secondary action that moves the 
user further through the funnel. Whether it is 
a contact form or not, this is one of the 
biggest pain points found.

30

Database: Key Issues



DevOps
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DevOps: User Behavior Data

Unique Visitors 696

Visits 780

Return Visits 215

Page Views 896

Bounce Rate 32.58%

Average Time on Site 00:00:19

i
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The bounce rate is considered good since it is within the 
standard 26%-72% rate range for sites. However, it is 
significantly higher than the other pages evaluated and the time 
on site is dramatically low – 19%. 

We can see from the heatmap that there is very little 
engagement with the content on the page itself – likely because 
there are not a lot of actionable next steps for them. And the 
area with the most activity is the top navigation, suggesting that 
they might not identify the information they need on the page 
easily and almost immediately goes to the navigation bar to 
search for something else.

https://blog.hubspot.com/marketing/what-is-bounce-rate-fix#:~:text=The%20average%20bounce%20rate%20is,to%20double%2Dcheck%20some%20things.
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DevOps: Abbey Covert’s IA Heuristics

Source

33

Scale: [0] Meets Best Practices, [1] Minor Problems, [2] Major Problems, [3] Broken Exp.

Credible: 
Is the design appropriate to the context of use and audience? Is your content updated in a 
timely manner? Do you use restraint with promotional content? Is it easy to contact a real 
person? Do you have help/support content where it is needed?

[1] 
Minor Problems

Controllable: 
Are tasks and information a user would reasonably want to accomplish available? How well are 
errors anticipated and eliminated? When errors do occur, how easily can a user recover? Are 
exits and other important controls clearly marked?

[2] 
Major Problems

Valuable: 
Is it desirable to the target user? Does it maintain conformity with expectations throughout the 
interaction across channels? Can a user easily describe the value? How is success being 
measured? Does it contribute to the bottom line? Does it improve customer satisfaction?

[2] 
Major Problems

Learnable: 
Can it be grasped quickly? What is offered to ease the more complicated processes? Is it 
memorable? Is it easy to recount? Does it behave consistently enough to be predictable?

[2] 
Major Problems

Delightfulness: 
What are your differentiators from other similar experiences or competitors? How are user 
expectations not just met but exceeded? What are you providing that is unexpected?

[3] 
Broken 

Experience

Average Heuristic Score [2.1] 

Heuristic Score

Findable: 
Can users easily locate that which they are seeking? How is findability affected across 
channels and devices? Does the system support the multiple ways users look for information? 
Does the search work the way users expect it to work?

[2] 
Major Problems

Accessible: 
Can content and features be accessed via all expected channels and devices? How resilient 
and consistent is it when used via other channels? Does it meet the levels of accessibility 
compliance to be considerate of those users with disabilities?

[3] 
Broken 

Experience

Clear:
 Is it easy to understand? Is the target demographic SME level being considered? Is the path 
to task completion obvious and free of distraction? Would a user find it easy to describe? Is 
the design system consistent across the page?

[2] 
Major Problems

Communicative:
Is the status, location and permissions of the user obvious? Does the navigation and 
messaging help establish a sense of place that is consistent and orienting across channels, 
contexts and tasks? Is messaging effective for the tasks and contexts being supported?

[2] 
Major Problems

Useful: 
Does the page follow usability best practices? Are users able to complete the tasks that they 
set out to without massive frustration or abandon? Does it serve new users as well as loyal 
users in ways that satisfy their needs uniquely? Are there a few navigation options that lead 
where users may want to go next? Are they clearly labeled?

[2] 
Major Problems

https://docs.google.com/spreadsheets/d/1KymW2Y5EcBy2XuHY78a5_KqEzzkkpVG680qiBITgfec/edit?usp=sharing
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Second level navigation is not activated; this 
means a user does not know which tab they 
are currently in.

Beyond just activating the second level 
navigation, we also recommend introducing 
breadcrumbs site-wide to help users 
understand where they are on the site and 
easily navigate back to a parent page.

34

DevOps: Key Issues
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Title should lead with the Page Name plus 
Value Add

Subheader is vague and convoluted. Should 
be written with a clear subject, clear action, 
and clear benefits.

DevOps: Key Issues
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DevOps: Key Issues

This is overall a great section!

One improvement that could be made 
however is adding a clear statement about 
what exactly DevOps is and who is the 
persona who would be most likely to be 
using it.
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DevOps: Key Issues

OpenShift Solutions seems like a complete 
product line, consisting of the highlighted 
products below (see next slide). If that is the 
case, then it should live as the section title, 
and the relationship between the primary 
content (OpenShift) and secondary content 
(individual products) below.
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DevOps: Key Issues

It isn’t clear how these relate to the OpenShift 
component above

Names and images should link to the same page as the 
‘Learn More’ hyperlink.

Title should include some sort of persona or benefit to 
help users understand which product might be right for 
them to start with.

Learn More ctas are repetitive, unclear, and not 
compelling.

They also bring you to a resource library, where the 
user needs to click into the solution brief. This is 
unnecessary friction when the link can just bring the 
user to the solution brief.

Copy is much too technical, the names of the products 
take up too much space in the sentence, and the 
sentences are long and compounded. A user will not be 
able to understand this content.
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DevOps: Key Issues

Tense on the page changes from your to their in this 
paragraph. Also speaks in vague promises instead of specific 
examples.

Sentences are inconsistent and impersonal. They should all 
be structured the same and lead with real-life examples and 
values.

Completely missing content here. Makes the page feel 
unfinished.
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DevOps: Key Issues

Title isn’t clear enough. It should be obvious to a user how 
products, services, and tools differ. It should also be tied 
clearly to the products and services above.

Titles should be shortened and easy to read/scan. Should 
incorporate the benefit that that tool offers.

This section lacks any actionable information or next steps.
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Unclear section title. How does services differ from 
features, products, solutions, resources, etc.?

Images are generic and don’t articulate the content 
in a significant way.

CTAs are too generic and repetitive, therefore 
difficult for the user to scan and take action.

41

DevOps: Key Issues
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This feels like it is the primary action (getting 
in touch with a human), however it’s only 
located at the footer of each page.

Each page should have a clearly defined 
primary & secondary action that moves the 
user further through the funnel. Whether it is 
a contact form or not, this is one of the 
biggest pain points found.

42

DevOps: Key Issues



Intel Select Solutions
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Intel Select Solutions: User Behavior Data

Unique Visitors 378

Visits 450

Return Visits 167

Page Views 570

Bounce Rate 26.27%

Average Time on Site 00:00:52

i
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The bounce rate is considered good since it is within the 
standard 26%-72% rate range for sites. However, overall traffic 
is significantly lower than most other pages we’ve examined.

We can see from the heatmap that there is very little 
engagement with the content on the page itself – likely because 
there are not a lot of actionable next steps for them. Unlike the 
other pages, however, there is not a lot of activity on the top or 
bottom navigation.

https://blog.hubspot.com/marketing/what-is-bounce-rate-fix#:~:text=The%20average%20bounce%20rate%20is,to%20double%2Dcheck%20some%20things.
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Intel Select Solutions: Abbey Covert’s IA Heuristics

Source
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Scale: [0] Meets Best Practices, [1] Minor Problems, [2] Major Problems, [3] Broken Exp.

Credible: 
Is the design appropriate to the context of use and audience? Is your content updated in a 
timely manner? Do you use restraint with promotional content? Is it easy to contact a real 
person? Do you have help/support content where it is needed?

[1] 
Minor Problems

Controllable: 
Are tasks and information a user would reasonably want to accomplish available? How well are 
errors anticipated and eliminated? When errors do occur, how easily can a user recover? Are 
exits and other important controls clearly marked?

[2] 
Major Problems

Valuable: 
Is it desirable to the target user? Does it maintain conformity with expectations throughout the 
interaction across channels? Can a user easily describe the value? How is success being 
measured? Does it contribute to the bottom line? Does it improve customer satisfaction?

[2] 
Major Problems

Learnable: 
Can it be grasped quickly? What is offered to ease the more complicated processes? Is it 
memorable? Is it easy to recount? Does it behave consistently enough to be predictable?

[2] 
Major Problems

Delightfulness: 
What are your differentiators from other similar experiences or competitors? How are user 
expectations not just met but exceeded? What are you providing that is unexpected?

[3] 
Broken 

Experience

Average Heuristic Score [2.2] 

Heuristic Score

Findable: 
Can users easily locate that which they are seeking? How is findability affected across 
channels and devices? Does the system support the multiple ways users look for information? 
Does the search work the way users expect it to work?

[2] 
Major Problems

Accessible: 
Can content and features be accessed via all expected channels and devices? How resilient 
and consistent is it when used via other channels? Does it meet the levels of accessibility 
compliance to be considerate of those users with disabilities?

[3] 
Broken 

Experience

Clear:
 Is it easy to understand? Is the target demographic SME level being considered? Is the path 
to task completion obvious and free of distraction? Would a user find it easy to describe? Is 
the design system consistent across the page?

[2] 
Major Problems

Communicative:
Is the status, location and permissions of the user obvious? Does the navigation and 
messaging help establish a sense of place that is consistent and orienting across channels, 
contexts and tasks? Is messaging effective for the tasks and contexts being supported?

[2] 
Major Problems

Useful: 
Does the page follow usability best practices? Are users able to complete the tasks that they 
set out to without massive frustration or abandon? Does it serve new users as well as loyal 
users in ways that satisfy their needs uniquely? Are there a few navigation options that lead 
where users may want to go next? Are they clearly labeled?

[3] 
Broken 

Experience

https://docs.google.com/spreadsheets/d/1V8HIejyUVaB08tuix1eEYLo0KV9ho2u31yhcnD5x4bg/edit?usp=sharing
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Second level navigation is not activated; this 
means a user does not know which tab they 
are currently in.

Beyond just activating the second level 
navigation, we also recommend introducing 
breadcrumbs site-wide to help users 
understand where they are on the site and 
easily navigate back to a parent page.

46

Intel Select Solutions: Key Issues
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Intel Select Solutions: Key Issues

Title should lead with the Page Name plus 
Value Add

Subheader is vague and nonspecific. 
Unclear how it supports and accelerates 
workloads.

Question: Should compute say computers?

What is the purpose of having the logo 
here? It feels repetitive because the same 
name also appears in the title.
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Intel Select Solutions: Key Issues

Overview is a vague section title because it doesn’t 
have a clear subject.

The text below (Get the solutions you need, verified 
by the experts) could easily be the section title.

This image doesn’t provide value to the user or 
communicate the subject matter in a way that allows 
them to easily scan the page.

Run-on sentence. Written in the passive voice. Not 
specific when mentioning who the experts are or what 
specific workloads they are addressing.
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Intel Select Solutions: Key Issues

This section is great! One call out is that the 
description for each feature is written in a different 
tense.

The bottom three contain too much technical jargon 
and are quite long-winded. They should better mirror 
the simple approach of the top three.

Again, these are not written in a consistent tense. 
‘You need’ v. ‘Choose’ etc. They should be written in 
an active voice, and present / future tense.

This whole section is one of the strongest across the 
12 audited pages. However, it is completely 
inactionable, despite pushing a specific product 
solution.
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Intel Select Solutions: Key Issues

The subheader should actually be the header text. It is more 
specific and active.

All titles and images should link to the same pages as the 
‘Learn More’ ctas.

CTAs in the bottom row bring users to a Resource Library, 
creating unnecessary friction for them to have to navigate and 
click again to open up the PDF with the actual information 
about that solution.

All Learn More ctas should be rewritten to something that 
clearly states where the link will bring the user, is not 
repetitive, and is compelling.

No clear connection to the benefits, features, and story 
outlined above.

No clear actionable purchasing path for any of the product 
solutions.

No guidance offered to the user on how to choose the right 
solution for them.
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Intel Select Solutions: Key Issues | PART 2

Broken CTAs that lead to 404 pages:

Intel Select Solution for microsoft SQL Server 2017 OLTP
Intel Select Solution for microsoft SQL Server 2016 OLTP

After clicking on any of the broken links to learn more, the site 
breaks and becomes non-responsive. Often you get a tab that 
loads indefinitely until google asks you to kill the page.
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Intel Select Solutions: Key Issues

Not clear what type of solutions are being offered, for who, and 
for what use cases.

Should link to the same page as the ‘Learn More’ ctas.

CTAs should be compelling, avoid repetition, and clearly 
describe where the user will be taken to.
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Unclear section title. How does services differ from 
features, products, solutions, resources, etc.?

Images are generic and don’t articulate the content 
in a significant way.

CTAs are too generic and repetitive, therefore 
difficult for the user to scan and take action.
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Intel Select Solutions: Key Issues
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This feels like it is the primary action (getting 
in touch with a human), however it’s only 
located at the footer of each page.

Each page should have a clearly defined 
primary & secondary action that moves the 
user further through the funnel. Whether it is 
a contact form or not, this is one of the 
biggest pain points found.

54

Intel Select Solutions: Key Issues



OEM
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OEM: User Behavior Data

Unique Visitors 1,090

Visits 1,322

Return Visits 590

Page Views 1,849

Bounce Rate 22.41%

Average Time on Site 00:01:39
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i
The bounce rate is considered good since it is below the 
standard 26%-72% rate range for sites.

The time on site is longer than most of the other pages we’ve 
evaluated, and we can see from the heatmap that there is a 
healthy distribution of engagement. This all shows promising 
signs for the page’s success!

https://blog.hubspot.com/marketing/what-is-bounce-rate-fix#:~:text=The%20average%20bounce%20rate%20is,to%20double%2Dcheck%20some%20things.
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OEM: Abbey Covert’s IA Heuristics

Source

57

Scale: [0] Meets Best Practices, [1] Minor Problems, [2] Major Problems, [3] Broken Exp.

Credible: 
Is the design appropriate to the context of use and audience? Is your content updated in a 
timely manner? Do you use restraint with promotional content? Is it easy to contact a real 
person? Do you have help/support content where it is needed?

[1] 
Minor Problems

Controllable: 
Are tasks and information a user would reasonably want to accomplish available? How well are 
errors anticipated and eliminated? When errors do occur, how easily can a user recover? Are 
exits and other important controls clearly marked?

[2] 
Major Problems

Valuable: 
Is it desirable to the target user? Does it maintain conformity with expectations throughout the 
interaction across channels? Can a user easily describe the value? How is success being 
measured? Does it contribute to the bottom line? Does it improve customer satisfaction?

[2] 
Major Problems

Learnable: 
Can it be grasped quickly? What is offered to ease the more complicated processes? Is it 
memorable? Is it easy to recount? Does it behave consistently enough to be predictable?

[2] 
Major Problems

Delightfulness: 
What are your differentiators from other similar experiences or competitors? How are user 
expectations not just met but exceeded? What are you providing that is unexpected?

[3] 
Broken 

Experience

Average Heuristic Score [2.1] 

Heuristic Score

Findable: 
Can users easily locate that which they are seeking? How is findability affected across 
channels and devices? Does the system support the multiple ways users look for information? 
Does the search work the way users expect it to work?

[2] 
Major Problems

Accessible: 
Can content and features be accessed via all expected channels and devices? How resilient 
and consistent is it when used via other channels? Does it meet the levels of accessibility 
compliance to be considerate of those users with disabilities?

[3] 
Broken 

Experience

Clear:
 Is it easy to understand? Is the target demographic SME level being considered? Is the path 
to task completion obvious and free of distraction? Would a user find it easy to describe? Is 
the design system consistent across the page?

[2] 
Major Problems

Communicative:
Is the status, location and permissions of the user obvious? Does the navigation and 
messaging help establish a sense of place that is consistent and orienting across channels, 
contexts and tasks? Is messaging effective for the tasks and contexts being supported?

[2] 
Major Problems

Useful: 
Does the page follow usability best practices? Are users able to complete the tasks that they 
set out to without massive frustration or abandon? Does it serve new users as well as loyal 
users in ways that satisfy their needs uniquely? Are there a few navigation options that lead 
where users may want to go next? Are they clearly labeled?

[2] 
Major Problems

https://docs.google.com/spreadsheets/d/1z9BEf6lFS-mSONhUXV22F484cW_FAOYXFQxIdEMEgrI/edit?usp=sharing
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Second level navigation is not activated; this 
means a user does not know which tab they 
are currently in.

Beyond just activating the second level 
navigation, we also recommend introducing 
breadcrumbs site-wide to help users 
understand where they are on the site and 
easily navigate back to a parent page.
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OEM: Key Issues
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OEM: Key Issues

Title should lead with the Page Name plus 
Value Add

Subheader is vague and nonspecific. 
Unclear what what ‘We fit our reliable, 
secure technologies in place’ means.
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OEM: Key Issues

This should specify what the Innovation is right in the title.

This should specify what type of solution their target personas 
have, and what makes the Lenovo representatives trustworthy.

This paragraph should include citations to proof of these 
statements.

This should be specific about what verticals they are referring 
to, what are the largest brands referred to, and exactly what 
makes Lenovo a solid foundation.
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OEM: Key Issues

Title should specify what features they are describing

Interacting with the tablets and PCs CTAs lead you to broken 
pages and then causes the main page (the OEM page) freeze.

The Trifold CTA leads you to a 404

These don’t feel like features. Also all titles should lead or 
include with either a persona or value/benefit.

These don’t feel like features. Also all titles should lead or 
include with either a persona or value/benefit.

Entire section missing a primary CTA.
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OEM: Key Issues

Title should specify what Long Life Products are

Names and images should link to the same page as the 
‘Learn More’ hyperlink.

Title should include some sort of persona or benefit to help 
users understand which product might be right for them to 
start with.

Learn More ctas are repetitive, unclear, and not compelling.

They also bring you to a resource library, where the user 
needs to click into the solution brief. This is unnecessary 
friction when the link can just bring the user to the solution 
brief.

Copy is much too technical, the names of the products take 
up too much space in the sentence, and the sentences are 
long and compounded. A user will not be able to understand 
this content.
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Unclear section title. How does services differ from 
features, products, solutions, resources, etc.?

Images are generic and don’t articulate the content 
in a significant way.

CTAs are too generic and repetitive, therefore 
difficult for the user to scan and take action.
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OEM: Key Issues
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This feels like it is the primary action (getting 
in touch with a human), however it’s only 
located at the footer of each page.

Each page should have a clearly defined 
primary & secondary action that moves the 
user further through the funnel. Whether it is 
a contact form or not, this is one of the 
biggest pain points found.

64

OEM: Key Issues



Business Applications
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Business Applications: User Behavior Data

Unique Visitors 790

Visits 872

Return Visits 278

Page Views 1,043

Bounce Rate 30.10%

Average Time on Site 00:00:30
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i
The bounce rate is considered good since it is within the 
standard 26%-72% rate range for sites, though higher than 
some of the other pages we’ve seen in this evaluation.

We can see from the heatmap that there is a decent amount of 
interaction in each section but the average time on site is quite 
low. This tells us that where they are being brought to from 
these links is not serving their use-case.

https://blog.hubspot.com/marketing/what-is-bounce-rate-fix#:~:text=The%20average%20bounce%20rate%20is,to%20double%2Dcheck%20some%20things.
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Business Applications: Abbey Covert’s IA Heuristics

Source

67

Scale: [0] Meets Best Practices, [1] Minor Problems, [2] Major Problems, [3] Broken Exp.

Credible: 
Is the design appropriate to the context of use and audience? Is your content updated in a 
timely manner? Do you use restraint with promotional content? Is it easy to contact a real 
person? Do you have help/support content where it is needed?

[1] 
Minor Problems

Controllable: 
Are tasks and information a user would reasonably want to accomplish available? How well are 
errors anticipated and eliminated? When errors do occur, how easily can a user recover? Are 
exits and other important controls clearly marked?

[2] 
Major Problems

Valuable: 
Is it desirable to the target user? Does it maintain conformity with expectations throughout the 
interaction across channels? Can a user easily describe the value? How is success being 
measured? Does it contribute to the bottom line? Does it improve customer satisfaction?

[2] 
Major Problems

Learnable: 
Can it be grasped quickly? What is offered to ease the more complicated processes? Is it 
memorable? Is it easy to recount? Does it behave consistently enough to be predictable?

[2] 
Major Problems

Delightfulness: 
What are your differentiators from other similar experiences or competitors? How are user 
expectations not just met but exceeded? What are you providing that is unexpected?

[3] 
Broken 

Experience

Average Heuristic Score [2.1] 

Heuristic Score

Findable: 
Can users easily locate that which they are seeking? How is findability affected across 
channels and devices? Does the system support the multiple ways users look for information? 
Does the search work the way users expect it to work?

[2] 
Major Problems

Accessible: 
Can content and features be accessed via all expected channels and devices? How resilient 
and consistent is it when used via other channels? Does it meet the levels of accessibility 
compliance to be considerate of those users with disabilities?

[3] 
Broken 

Experience

Clear:
 Is it easy to understand? Is the target demographic SME level being considered? Is the path 
to task completion obvious and free of distraction? Would a user find it easy to describe? Is 
the design system consistent across the page?

[2] 
Major Problems

Communicative:
Is the status, location and permissions of the user obvious? Does the navigation and 
messaging help establish a sense of place that is consistent and orienting across channels, 
contexts and tasks? Is messaging effective for the tasks and contexts being supported?

[2] 
Major Problems

Useful: 
Does the page follow usability best practices? Are users able to complete the tasks that they 
set out to without massive frustration or abandon? Does it serve new users as well as loyal 
users in ways that satisfy their needs uniquely? Are there a few navigation options that lead 
where users may want to go next? Are they clearly labeled?

[2] 
Major Problems

https://docs.google.com/spreadsheets/d/1q33rJoIMscYDmmqi_LCPaAzusYxz642UcOAwgDDfvVA/edit?usp=sharing
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Second level navigation is not activated; this 
means a user does not know which tab they 
are currently in.

Beyond just activating the second level 
navigation, we also recommend introducing 
breadcrumbs site-wide to help users 
understand where they are on the site and 
easily navigate back to a parent page.
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Business Applications: Key Issues
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Business Applications: Key Issues

Title should lead with the Page Name plus Value Add

Subheader is vague and nonspecific. Unclear how it 
streamlines, automates, or provides agility.
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Business Applications: Key Issues

Overview is a vague section title because it doesn’t have a 
subject (overview of what?).

Overview is a vague section title because it doesn’t have a 
subject (overview of what?).

This is a run-on sentence and contains too much 
non-specific information. There is no concrete value offered 
to the user by reading this.
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Business Applications: Key Issues

CTAs provides a broken experience for users. Blockchain 
Learn More CTAs bring you to the bottom of the page 
where a user can discover more links on the header topic. 
This doesn’t provide any guidance to the user on where 
they should begin. It also doesn’t feel natural to have the 
content not be all together. 

By clicking on SAP Learn More CTA, it very jarringly opens 
up the SAP solutions page and anchors the user to the 
SAP solutions section. This is extremely disorienting and 
does more harm than good on the user’s experience of the 
site.

Language contains too much technical jargon. This is the 
space for Lenovo to reach potential customers who are 
more novice, but that is lost because the copy is difficult to 
understand and doesn’t provide specific examples of the 
value that can be provided.

Section titles should lead with the Product Name / Section 
Name plus the Value Lenovo is providing.

Photos feel like generic stock images. Doesn’t allow users 
to easily scan and find content on the page.
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Business Applications: Key Issues

Names and images should link to the same page as the 
‘Learn More’ hyperlink.

Title should include some sort of persona or benefit to help 
users understand which product might be right for them to 
start with.

Learn More ctas are repetitive, unclear, and not compelling.

They also bring you to a resource library, where the user 
needs to click into the solution brief. This is unnecessary 
friction when the link can just bring the user to the solution 
brief.

Copy is much too technical, the names of the products take 
up too much space in the sentence, and the sentences are 
long and compounded. A user will not be able to understand 
this content.
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Business Applications: Key Issues

Learn More ctas are repetitive, unclear, and not compelling.

They also bring you to a resource library, where the user needs 
to click into the solution brief. This is unnecessary friction when 
the link can just bring the user to the solution brief.

Images are generic and don’t articulate the content in a 
significant way.

This content should exist alongside the Blockchain content 
above.

This entire section is missing a primary CTA. What should 
the user be doing next?
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Unclear section title. How does services differ from 
features, products, solutions, resources, etc.?

Images are generic and don’t articulate the content 
in a significant way.

CTAs are too generic and repetitive, therefore 
difficult for the user to scan and take action.
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Business Applications: Key Issues
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This feels like it is the primary action (getting 
in touch with a human), however it’s only 
located at the footer of each page.

Each page should have a clearly defined 
primary & secondary action that moves the 
user further through the funnel. Whether it is 
a contact form or not, this is one of the 
biggest pain points found.
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Business Applications: Key Issues



Telco Infrastructure 
Solutions
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Telco Infrastructure Solutions: User Behavior Data

Unique Visitors 531

Visits 588

Return Visits 151

Page Views 750

Bounce Rate 24.74%

Average Time on Site 00:01:03
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i
The bounce rate is considered good since it is below the 
standard 26%-72% rate range for sites.

We can see from the heatmap that there is a healthy distribution 
across the page of interactions. This means that the CTAs that 
exist on the page need to be optimized as much as possible to 
ensure that users don’t fall into a dead-end.

https://blog.hubspot.com/marketing/what-is-bounce-rate-fix#:~:text=The%20average%20bounce%20rate%20is,to%20double%2Dcheck%20some%20things.
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Telco Infrastructure Solutions: Abbey Covert’s IA Heuristics

Source

78

Scale: [0] Meets Best Practices, [1] Minor Problems, [2] Major Problems, [3] Broken Exp.

Credible: 
Is the design appropriate to the context of use and audience? Is your content updated in a 
timely manner? Do you use restraint with promotional content? Is it easy to contact a real 
person? Do you have help/support content where it is needed?

[1] 
Minor Problems

Controllable: 
Are tasks and information a user would reasonably want to accomplish available? How well are 
errors anticipated and eliminated? When errors do occur, how easily can a user recover? Are 
exits and other important controls clearly marked?

[2] 
Major Problems

Valuable: 
Is it desirable to the target user? Does it maintain conformity with expectations throughout the 
interaction across channels? Can a user easily describe the value? How is success being 
measured? Does it contribute to the bottom line? Does it improve customer satisfaction?

[2] 
Major Problems

Learnable: 
Can it be grasped quickly? What is offered to ease the more complicated processes? Is it 
memorable? Is it easy to recount? Does it behave consistently enough to be predictable?

[2] 
Major Problems

Delightfulness: 
What are your differentiators from other similar experiences or competitors? How are user 
expectations not just met but exceeded? What are you providing that is unexpected?

[3] 
Broken 

Experience

Average Heuristic Score [2.1] 

Heuristic Score

Findable: 
Can users easily locate that which they are seeking? How is findability affected across 
channels and devices? Does the system support the multiple ways users look for information? 
Does the search work the way users expect it to work?

[2] 
Major Problems

Accessible: 
Can content and features be accessed via all expected channels and devices? How resilient 
and consistent is it when used via other channels? Does it meet the levels of accessibility 
compliance to be considerate of those users with disabilities?

[3] 
Broken 

Experience

Clear:
 Is it easy to understand? Is the target demographic SME level being considered? Is the path 
to task completion obvious and free of distraction? Would a user find it easy to describe? Is 
the design system consistent across the page?

[2] 
Major Problems

Communicative:
Is the status, location and permissions of the user obvious? Does the navigation and 
messaging help establish a sense of place that is consistent and orienting across channels, 
contexts and tasks? Is messaging effective for the tasks and contexts being supported?

[2] 
Major Problems

Useful: 
Does the page follow usability best practices? Are users able to complete the tasks that they 
set out to without massive frustration or abandon? Does it serve new users as well as loyal 
users in ways that satisfy their needs uniquely? Are there a few navigation options that lead 
where users may want to go next? Are they clearly labeled?

[2] 
Major Problems

https://docs.google.com/spreadsheets/d/15KITxvPjv89mYVjvBU-3XiavZmhRTppEb3Bf8wUvK24/edit?usp=sharing
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Second level navigation is not activated; this 
means a user does not know which tab they 
are currently in.

Beyond just activating the second level 
navigation, we also recommend introducing 
breadcrumbs site-wide to help users 
understand where they are on the site and 
easily navigate back to a parent page.
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Telco Infrastructure Solutions: Key Issues
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Telco Infrastructure Solutions: Key Issues

Title should lead with the Page Name plus Value Add

Subheader is vague and nonspecific. Doesn’t define NFV. 
Unclear what types of customers they are speaking to.
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Telco Infrastructure Solutions: Key Issues

NFV has still not yet been defined

The claim that Lenovo is #1 should have the appropriate 
citation to build trust.

This title is title case instead of sentence case like the 
other sections on the page

This image feels unrelated to both Lenovo’s brand and the 
subject of the section’s content.

The CTA doesn’t open up the case study – it brings you to 
a resource page where then you have to click again to 
actually access the case study.
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Telco Infrastructure Solutions: Key Issues

Image and title should link the case study

CTAs are repetitive and not compelling

This section feels out of place. There is no connection to 
how Intel Select Solution relates to the content above. Is 
this meant to help users choose the right configuration for 
them?

Stylistically, this feels like an advertisement and a user is 
likely to skip past it.
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Telco Infrastructure Solutions: Key Issues

A lot of jargon is used here, especially in the form of 
acronyms that are not defined. It also makes vague claims 
without specific examples of proof (ex: ‘solutions to deliver 
exceptional performance’).

This image feels low quality, busy, and not professional.

Contains more acronyms that aren’t defined on the page

Section is missing a primary CTA

It isn’t clear to me if this is saying that this section is their 
competitive edge, or if Edge is referring to the specific 
product solution.
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Telco Infrastructure Solutions: Key Issues

This section needs to be more specific. There are a lot of 
solutions mentioned on this page already. What types of 
solutions will be found in this section?

This CTA feels redundant since the video that is linked 
here is shown right on the page next to it.

This title isn’t clear to me. 

This should specify the acronym (LOC) right after the first 
usage of it.

Titles and photos should also link to the same page as 
‘Learn More’

CTAs are repetitive and don’t specify where the link will 
bring you.
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Telco Infrastructure Solutions: Key Issues

Infographic is a little difficult to read and is not referenced in the 
actual copy.

This copy is written in the passive voice, where it should be 
written in the active voice and leading with the value.

Both CTAs don’t open up the case study – it brings you to a 
resource page where then you have to click again to actually 
access the case study.

Names and images should link to the same page as the ‘Learn 
More’ hyperlink.

Title should include some sort of persona or benefit to help 
users understand which product might be right for them to start 
with.

Learn More ctas are repetitive, unclear, and not compelling.

They also bring you to a resource library, where the user needs 
to click into the solution brief. This is unnecessary friction when 
the link can just bring the user to the solution brief.

Copy is much too technical, the names of the products take up 
too much space in the sentence, and the sentences are long 
and compounded. A user will not be able to understand this 
content.
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Unclear section title. How does services differ from 
features, products, solutions, resources, etc.?

Images are generic and don’t articulate the content 
in a significant way.

CTAs are too generic and repetitive, therefore 
difficult for the user to scan and take action.
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Telco Infrastructure Solutions: Key Issues
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This feels like it is the primary action (getting 
in touch with a human), however it’s only 
located at the footer of each page.

Each page should have a clearly defined 
primary & secondary action that moves the 
user further through the funnel. Whether it is 
a contact form or not, this is one of the 
biggest pain points found.
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Telco Infrastructure Solutions: Key Issues



Key Recommendations.
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Key Recommendations

What can be improved?

1. The Story – Pages lack the necessary details and context users 
are looking for to make sense of the content. Because of this, a 
user is left to determine on their own (a) if they are the right 
persona (b) which product or solution may be right for them and (c) 
what actions are available to them to take next. 

2. The Layout – There is no easy way for a user to move between 
sections or discover new sections. Each section exists in a silo – 
with no connection to the other content on the page.

3. The Imagery – Most of the imagery used feels unrelated to the 
content and/or like stock-photos. Good, branded imagery can help 
illustrate Lenovo’s ideas, draw attention from viewers and help with 
visual hierarchy. Good design and inspiring photography signal 
quality to users.

4. The Language – Copy is vague and sections don’t clearly tie to 
each other. Titles and CTAs are repetitive and unclear. Excessive 
use of compound sentences and run-on sentences can be found. 
Messaging feels too generic and lacks brand personality.
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What’s missing?
1. The Navigation – Where am I? How did I get here? What info 

can I find on the page? How can I find more like this? The 
typical navigation cues are missing. 

2. Specificity – Tangible problems & solutions should be used to 
replace generalized statements. On most pages, Lenovo’s 
differentiators are missing.

3. Cross-page Consistency – Page titles are not consistent 
across solution pages (i.e., some are just the page title and 
some are more value driven statements).

4. ROI and Social Proof – Pull out key statistics, client’s logos, 
and/or customer quotes that show proof of success.

5. Keywords - Long tail keywords are missing from the page.
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Key Recommendations

Recommendations
● Clearly and explicitly connect products and solutions to the 

use-cases, benefits, features, and success stories outlined 

in other sections of ISG’s solution’s pages.

● Consider reorganizing the content by persona or use-case, 

grouping together the product, solution, resources, and 

success stories relevant to one another.

● Articulate who the core persona is for each solutions page 

and for each individual product featured on the page.

● Add page navigation with jump-links to corresponding 

sections.

● Include a clear primary and secondary CTA for each page.

You should be able to answer the question: what is the 

content guiding the user to do next? 
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● Simplify all copy by (a) leading with the product's value (b) 

writing in an active voice (this helps users imagine taking 

action with your product), and (c) reducing the amount of 

compound sentences.

● Update keywords for each page based on the 

recommendations found in the appendix.

● Update the hero copy of each page to be value-driven and 

include the page-title. This helps a user understand where 

they are, if this is where they should be, and gives a boost 

to SEO.



Appendix



ADA Compliance Errors
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Database: ADA Compliance Errors

Of the top 91 critical & serious issues, the 6 core drivers are:

1. Focus indicator missing
2. Elements must only use allowed ARIA attributes
3. Certain ARIA roles must be contained by particular parents
4. Inaccessible by keyboard and no conforming alternate
5. Role: the element’s role is missing or incorrect
6. Name: the elemen’s role is missing or incorrect

Documentation & Recommendations

Total Issues Found 153

Critical 31

Serious 60

Moderate 47

Minor 8
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https://drive.google.com/file/d/1C-lwsjsU559hKA3e1cbAddxWuZXeti55/view
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DevOps: ADA Compliance Errors

Of the top 147 critical & serious issues, the 13 core drivers are:

1. All page content should be contained by landmarks
2. Elements should not have tabindex greater than zero
3. Hidden or empty element receives focus
4. Elements must only use allowed ARIA attributes
5. Certain ARIA roles must be contained by particular parents
6. Elements must have sufficient color contrast
7. Links must have discernible text
8. ARIA role should be appropriate for the element
9. Links with the same name must have a similar purpose

10. New window launched when component receives focus
11. Inaccessible by keyboard and no conforming alternate
12. Role: The element’s rolde is missing or incorrect
13. Decorative image has non-empty alt attribute

Documentation & Recommendations

Total Issues Found 207

Critical 124

Serious 23

Moderate 47

Minor 6
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https://drive.google.com/file/d/18CTqohikxXl-8h1g_fT1KGAaZdX0h6IZ/view?usp=sharing
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Intel Select Solutions: ADA Compliance Errors

Of the top 203 critical & serious issues, the 11 core drivers are:

1. Elements must only use allowed ARIA attributes
2. Certain ARIA roles must be contained by particular parents
3. Decorative image has non-empty alt attribute
4. Inaccessible by keyboard and no conforming alternate
5. Elements must have sufficient color contrast
6. Elements should not have tabindex greater than zero
7. Hidden or empty element receives focus
8. All page content should be contained by landmarks
9. Role: The element’s role is missing or incorrect

10. Links with the same name must have a similar purpose
11. Heading does not describe content

Documentation & Recommendations

Total Issues Found 271

Critical 144

Serious 59

Moderate 50

Minor 6
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https://drive.google.com/file/d/1wGbarP517MdGiaAxZKdkYASr0AOItjol/view?usp=sharing
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OEM: ADA Compliance Errors

Of the top 66 critical & serious issues, the 13 core drivers are:

1. All page content should be contained by landmarks
2. Elements must only use allowed ARIA attributes
3. Certain ARIA roles must be contained by particular parents
4. Focus indicator missing
5. Inaccessible actions by keyboard w/ no conforming alternate
6. Elements must have sufficient color contrast
7. Elements should not have tabindex greater than zero
8. Hidden or empty element receives focus
9. Aria role should be appropriate for the element

10. Links with the same name must have a similar purpose
11. New window launched when a component receives focus
12. Role: The element’s role is missing or incorrect
13. Decorative image has non-empty alt attribute

Documentation & Recommendations

Total Issues Found 132

Critical 35

Serious 31

Moderate 50

Minor 6
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https://drive.google.com/file/d/1JzD6NTUfvBYuaAQW-kjspGgFJDSxkqAs/view?usp=sharing
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Business Applications: ADA Compliance Errors

Of the top 177 critical & serious issues, the 11 core drivers are:

1. All page content should be contained by landmarks
2. Elements must only use allowed ARIA attributes
3. Certain ARIA roles must be contained by particular parents
4. Inaccessible actions by keyboard w/ no conforming alternate
5. Elements must have sufficient color contrast
6. Elements should not have tabindex greater than zero
7. Hidden or empty element receives focus
8. Aria role should be appropriate for the element
9. Links with the same name must have a similar purpose

10. Role: The element’s role is missing or incorrect
11. Decorative image has non-empty alt attribute

Documentation & Recommendations

Total Issues Found 210

Critical 118

Serious 27

Moderate 52

Minor 6
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https://drive.google.com/file/d/1rldrUjbtf2ThWzfARzRGVlEXrNBYYS6C/view?usp=sharing
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Telco Infrastructure Solutions: ADA Compliance Errors

Of the top 90 critical & serious issues, the 15 core drivers are:

1. All page content should be contained by landmarks
2. Elements must only use allowed ARIA attributes
3. Certain ARIA roles must be contained by particular parents
4. Focus indicator missing
5. Inaccessible actions by keyboard w/ no conforming alternate
6. Elements must have sufficient color contrast
7. Elements should not have tabindex greater than zero
8. Hidden or empty element receives focus
9. Aria role should be appropriate for the element

10. Links with the same name must have a similar purpose
11. Heading does not describe content
12. Role: The element’s role is missing or incorrect
13. Decorative image has non-empty alt attribute
14. Frames must have an accessible name
15. Frames should be tested with axe-core

Documentation & Recommendations

Total Issues Found 169

Critical 45

Serious 45

Moderate 60

Minor 6
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https://drive.google.com/file/d/17LCQMfnXALPVlDlQd-gDI3c7VHmW2ANW/view?usp=sharing


SEO Keyword Assessment
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Database: SEO Keywords

This page scored a 2 out of 5 in our keyword audit. In addition to backlinking & content refresh, our 

keyword recommendations are:

● data base solution

● database solution

● solution database

● server for database

● solutions database

● database servers

● sql server solutions

● database solutions

● server database

● server.database

● database server software

● server database software

● what is database server

● database server sql

● server with database

● what is a database server

● sql database server

● media database solutions

● server and database

● small business database solutions
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https://docs.google.com/spreadsheets/d/1tVwBXPfmf_AZT-4d9S-bFkgRk-NJEK3bYZ7Hxrejn90/edit?usp=sharing
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DevOps: SEO Keywords

This page scored a 2 out of 5 in our keyword audit. In addition to backlinking & content refresh, our 

keyword recommendations are:

● devop solutions

● dev ops solution

● devops solution

● devops solutions

● xebialabs pricing
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https://docs.google.com/spreadsheets/d/1KymW2Y5EcBy2XuHY78a5_KqEzzkkpVG680qiBITgfec/edit?usp=sharing
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This page scored a 2 out of 5 in our keyword audit. In addition to backlinking & content refresh, our 

keyword recommendations are:

● select solution

● intel select solutions

● intel solutions

● dcg intel

● select solutions

● intel dcg

● select solutions

● microsoft inte

● intel us

● microsoft intel

● ms select

● intel customer support

Intel Select Solutions: SEO Keywords
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https://docs.google.com/spreadsheets/d/1V8HIejyUVaB08tuix1eEYLo0KV9ho2u31yhcnD5x4bg/edit?usp=sharing
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OEM: SEO Keywords

This page scored a 3 out of 5 in our keyword audit. In addition to backlinking & content refresh, our 

keyword recommendations are:

● lenovo oem

● data showed that lenovo was the best 
performer among the top five pc vendors

● oem laptops

● oem customer

● oem servers

● oem solutions

● oem hardware pricelist

● lenovo solutions

● oem pc

● pc oem

● pc oems

● global oem

● oem 1 or

● oem laptop

● oem computers

● oem logo

● oem 1

● oem plus meaning

● oem server

● oem price
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https://docs.google.com/spreadsheets/d/1z9BEf6lFS-mSONhUXV22F484cW_FAOYXFQxIdEMEgrI/edit?usp=sharing
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Business Applications: SEO Keywords

This page scored a 3 out of 5 in our keyword audit. In addition to backlinking & content refresh, our 

keyword recommendations are:

● lenovo solutions

● applications solutions

● solutions applications

● business applications

● applications for business

● what is business applications

● what are business applications

● critical business applications

● k business solutions
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https://docs.google.com/spreadsheets/d/1q33rJoIMscYDmmqi_LCPaAzusYxz642UcOAwgDDfvVA/edit?usp=sharing
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Telco Infrastructure Solutions: SEO Keywords

This page scored a 3 out of 5 in our keyword audit. In addition to backlinking & content refresh, our 

keyword recommendations are:

● telco data us

● us telco database

● telco nfv

● nfv telco

● telecom data storage will soon in

● nfv solutions

● telco solution

● nfv telecom

● telecom data storage will soon be

● nfv in telecom

● telecom data storage will soon public

● telecom server

● telco network

● telco solutions

● telco providers

● telco stores coupons

● telco coupon

● nfv infrastructure

● nfv meaning

● tel co
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https://docs.google.com/spreadsheets/d/1L5-wmjh86Buz5xNssqPb3JI9QpRwbTm8LyMa1UAjdGc/edit#gid=345979942


Sources
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Sources
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Abby Covert IA Heuristics

Hotjar

Hubspot

axe Dev Tools

Qualtrics Study 2021

Adobe Analytics

https://abbycovert.com/ia-tools/ia-heuristics/
https://www.hotjar.com/get-heatmaps2/?utm_campaign=HJ-Search-Leap-US-Brand&utm_source=google&utm_medium=cpc&ads_adid=123782387223&ads_targetid=kwd-377674671004&utm_term=hotjar%20heatmaps&keyword=hotjar%20heatmaps&matchtype=e&geo=9011785&ads_creative=569837533876&ads_network=g&device=c&adpos=&utm_squad=leap&gclid=CjwKCAjwsMGYBhAEEiwAGUXJaYvW2YCiQo8V334GjKD15HkXcsDFtZlVy1SLttjF-LiC_BOvxu6ujxoC4-AQAvD_BwE
https://blog.hubspot.com/marketing/what-is-bounce-rate-fix#:~:text=The%20average%20bounce%20rate%20is,to%20double%2Dcheck%20some%20things.
https://www.deque.com/axe/devtools/
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Sources
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Database Heuristic Score Sheet SEO Score Sheet Heatmap ADA Report Adobe Analytics

DevOps Heuristic Score Sheet SEO Score Sheet Heatmap ADA Report Adobe Analytics

Intel Select Solutions Heuristic Score Sheet SEO Score Sheet Heatmap ADA Report Adobe Analytics

OEM Heuristic Score Sheet SEO Score Sheet Heatmap ADA Report Adobe Analytics

Business Applications Heuristic Score Sheet SEO Score Sheet Heatmap ADA Report Adobe Analytics

Telco Infrastructure Solutions Heuristic Score Sheet SEO Score Sheet Heatmap ADA Report Adobe Analytics

https://docs.google.com/spreadsheets/d/1tVwBXPfmf_AZT-4d9S-bFkgRk-NJEK3bYZ7Hxrejn90/edit?usp=sharing
https://docs.google.com/spreadsheets/d/1tVwBXPfmf_AZT-4d9S-bFkgRk-NJEK3bYZ7Hxrejn90/edit?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1p211f3qywMPwXOe4gndO76PtC2Ofcv3l/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1C-lwsjsU559hKA3e1cbAddxWuZXeti55/view?usp=sharing
https://docs.google.com/document/d/18arQhzwJiEWPVhRq1WA8FfABcE2VBdntN_RGLeJQAR4/edit
https://docs.google.com/spreadsheets/d/1KymW2Y5EcBy2XuHY78a5_KqEzzkkpVG680qiBITgfec/edit?usp=sharing
https://docs.google.com/spreadsheets/d/1KymW2Y5EcBy2XuHY78a5_KqEzzkkpVG680qiBITgfec/edit?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1wpU63V0AX-G_2DiqgrCFmdZwsUmFeLMD/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1ONvkOSECabWjT1y5Q1KW85_dqAOYj7yy/view?usp=sharing
https://docs.google.com/document/d/18arQhzwJiEWPVhRq1WA8FfABcE2VBdntN_RGLeJQAR4/edit
https://docs.google.com/spreadsheets/d/1V8HIejyUVaB08tuix1eEYLo0KV9ho2u31yhcnD5x4bg/edit?usp=sharing
https://docs.google.com/spreadsheets/d/1V8HIejyUVaB08tuix1eEYLo0KV9ho2u31yhcnD5x4bg/edit?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1RdSnTSEdmaHqMCJXSet-4i6E8CFZX_8I/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1FFvhH8G1vDyZeWm9GzcIqY7l2qeSihyG/view?usp=sharing
https://docs.google.com/document/d/18arQhzwJiEWPVhRq1WA8FfABcE2VBdntN_RGLeJQAR4/edit
https://docs.google.com/spreadsheets/d/1z9BEf6lFS-mSONhUXV22F484cW_FAOYXFQxIdEMEgrI/edit?usp=sharing
https://docs.google.com/spreadsheets/d/1z9BEf6lFS-mSONhUXV22F484cW_FAOYXFQxIdEMEgrI/edit?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1agYPV5NxIw9Z0lj2hmoxNHClCIGutzRs/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1GVPgTUU3njKqWrNoi1sV80C4ce3NKh94/view?usp=sharing
https://docs.google.com/document/d/18arQhzwJiEWPVhRq1WA8FfABcE2VBdntN_RGLeJQAR4/edit
https://docs.google.com/spreadsheets/d/1q33rJoIMscYDmmqi_LCPaAzusYxz642UcOAwgDDfvVA/edit?usp=sharing
https://docs.google.com/spreadsheets/d/1q33rJoIMscYDmmqi_LCPaAzusYxz642UcOAwgDDfvVA/edit?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1agYPV5NxIw9Z0lj2hmoxNHClCIGutzRs/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1qs-fvj0qKERa-JKUcJBT-VwqdvbAA2VQ/view?usp=sharing
https://docs.google.com/document/d/18arQhzwJiEWPVhRq1WA8FfABcE2VBdntN_RGLeJQAR4/edit
https://docs.google.com/spreadsheets/d/15KITxvPjv89mYVjvBU-3XiavZmhRTppEb3Bf8wUvK24/edit#gid=394985093
https://docs.google.com/spreadsheets/d/15KITxvPjv89mYVjvBU-3XiavZmhRTppEb3Bf8wUvK24/edit#gid=394985093
https://drive.google.com/file/d/19IH0zGn63YWhCwC_V7a64A9C0KFKPefT/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1voxSlw3BLC2X9JVUMBx8m-ioICiwVS8B/view?usp=sharing
https://docs.google.com/document/d/18arQhzwJiEWPVhRq1WA8FfABcE2VBdntN_RGLeJQAR4/edit



